
FEEDBACK FROM CMH LECTURE 2020 

Amanda Swain       06:00 PM 
Johanna, thank you so much for this talk, you are wonderful and so glad that I have been able to work 
with you! 
 

Lester Friedman       06:02 PM 
Hi Johanna: Thanks for the wonderfully engaging and insightful talk. I do, however, wonder this. Given 
that telling one’s story is always subjective—speakers pick and choose events to reveal—how does the 
narrative listener determine what to respond to and what to, perhaps, pay less attention to in the 
medical encounter 
 

Kortni Ferguson (she/her)       06:03 PM What a truly beautiful story. I was especially drawn to the term 
of “the wounded physician.” I appreciate your understanding of the pressures medical trainees face 
when trying to balance being human and being a “hero.” Thank you for providing meaningful 
recommendations to foster an environment that emphasizes narrative medicine! 
 
Chalat Rajaram       06:19 PM 
I am just expressing my joy listening to this wonderful presentation and all the discussions. 
 
Violeta Osegueda       06:11 PM 
Not a question: Just wanted to say how grateful to know Dr. Shapiro while in medical school. Thank you 
for constantly inspiring us and supporting our narratives 
 
Your mother in law's talk on narrative listening this past Monday was INCREDIBLE!! Please let her know 

that she inspired me to continue the effort of bringing narrative medicine into our UCSD curriculum, and 

to keep pursuing my childhood love of storytelling! 

-A student I invited to Mama Jo's talk. 

 
Adria Imada Professor History, UCI - Dec 2020 thank you for giving a wonderful distinguished 
lecture this week.    In your inimitably modest, yet warm, style, you staked out bold claims about 
how we all can reshape medicine and health.  I didn’t think the alienating space of the Zoom-
verse ever could feel intimate, but you pulled it off!  I’ve so enjoyed learning from and alongside 
you these past several years.   

Thanks again for generously sharing your wisdom with all of us. 
 
GHHS session 
Tiffany Willoughby-Herard PhD Professor, African-American Studies, UCI - I was impressed with 
Johanna's skillfully way of bringing together the many different dimensions of a dozens of people's 
responses using up to the minute charts and diagrams. 
 

Hi MS3s,  

             Peer Mentors here, wanting to check-in to see how you all are doing as we are closing 

in on 2020. *maintains virtual eye contact* “I will now auscultate your heart at four regions, 



against skin obviously, and provide you some Dr. Johanna Shapiro/medical humanities-quality 

level of empathy.”  UCI-SOM Peer Mentors, 12/20 

 
 


